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Young, Wheeler disagreement
over personnel file, evaluation
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The fountam in Tower Hall Quad was turned on yesterday.

Fountain will flow again
following 18 dry months
Except for an occasional rain
puddle, the fountain in the Tower
Hall Quad has been dry for the past
18 months. But lately the fountain is
seeing wetter days.
The fountain was temporarily
filled and turned on yesterday to
clean it and get it ready to be filled
up permanently.
"Everything is set and it is
ready to be filled," said SJSU
plumber Elmer Denner. "All I need
is my boss’ okay, and I’ll go out and
fill it."
Denner’s superior, Dick Emigh,
assistant chief of plant operations,

won’t be back on campus until this
morning.
The fountain was turned off in
October 1976, according to Bob Lay,
SJSU Supervisor of Structural
Trades.
Although the water it used was
recycled, "everybody on and off
campus was conserving water, so it
just didn’t look good for us to have it
on, so we turned it off," he said.
"There was also the fact that we
received a state memo calling for all
ponds and fountains to be turned
off."

By Craig Anderson
Carlene Young, head of the AfroAmerican Studies Department,
claims irregularities exist in the
handling of her evaluation and
personnel file.
Young’s complaints involve the
frequency of evaluation, "encroachment" by Gerald Wheeler, dean of
the School of Social Science, and
lack of specific criticism from the
administration.
Wheeler and Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns dispute her
claims.
Young said her evaluation is
irregular and the "implication is
that something is wrong."
The administration has "never
spelled out what necessitates
review," she said.
All department faculty members except one sent a letter to SJSU
President John Bunzel, Burns and
Wheeler stating that the review was
"not necessitated," Young said.
The letter mentions an unspecified "high-level administrative
dissatisfaction." Young said she is
the subject of "continuous investigation."
The administration has not
revealed its dissatisfaction with her,
Young said.
She said any difficulty or
problem "should be clarified. I
would like them to spell that out
specifically."
Young said others have told her
that administrative dissatisfaction
might stem from lateness or
unavailability.
She has not been unavailable or
late in her duties, she said.
Wheeler said Young’s current
evaluation is the result of her 1976
two-year reappointment as
department chairwoman.
He said all department chairpersons are evaluated at the end of
their appointed terms, even if
reappointment is expected.
Wheeler said department chairpersons are appointed by the
university president and serve at his
pleasure, usually in four-year terms.
The president receives recommendations from other members of
the administration regarding
department chair appointments.
-She might have raised a
question at the time of her appointment,- Wheeler said, referring
to Young’s appointment of two years
rather than the usual four.
At the time of her reappointment, there was "not complete
satisfaction" among administration
members, Wheeler said.
He said a 1974 letter from Burns
to Young pointed out a problem in
faculty building and recruitment.
Wheeler said that two years
later the reappointment letter from

Afro-American Studies head Carlene Young ponders her personnel
dispute.

More faculty positions result
from higher fall enrollment
By Cheryl Hahs
About 37 new faculty positions
resulting from enrollment changes
in SJSU’s seven schools will be
added this fall, according to John
Foote, dean of academic planning.
Fall 1977 enrollment reached the
highest in SJSU history with 28,349
students, boosting the number of
full-time equivalent students to 19,836, which was 600 more than projected.

How to get from one side to the other

Jaywalkers --’we know we done wrong’
By Susan Smith
"The shortest distance between
two points is a straight line," according to the jaywalkers’ creed as
revealed by random sampling of
jaywalking SJSU students.
The ubiquitous violators continue to forge their own paths
despite recent warnings by San Jose
Police that citations for the crime
may be increased.
"I’m an old pro at jaywalking,"
said Art Kuehn, a physical education
senior. "It has become an unconscious act because I do it so
much."
"Besides, I’m not afraid of
getting injured," added his partner
Terri McCue, teaching credential
student.
"I’m quite capable of judging if
a car is coming too fast and would
flatten me."
Many students were amazed
that jaywalking would be made a
priority issue by the police.
"Can’t they spend their money
on something better than chasing
jaywalkers?" questioned Bill Leach,
counseling graduate.
"I look both ways and am aware
of the traffic," he said. "I’m too fast
to get hit by a car anyway."
"We were just talking about the
fine as we jaywalked," said Sandi
education
Gheorso,
physical
sophomore. "But it’s just more
convienent to take a straight route."
"We’re not 5 years old and I
always look both ways," added
Jeannine Daniels, physical
education graduate.

Bunzel again mentioned that
problem.
Wheeler said many factors
could cause the administration to
not make a full four-year appointment, some of which do not
come up in a faculty review.
He would not be specific, but did
say administrators might be
"bothered" by the administrative
style of a department head.
A department head’s attention
to duty and style of management
might cause the SJSU administration to want to see what
progress had been made in two
years toward becoming a better
administrator, Wheeler said.
Young said a chairperson is a
teaching faculty member, not an
administrator.
Although he would not comment
specifically on Young’s case,
Wheeler said administration dissatisfaction could result from a
budget
head’s
department
or
management, availability
lateness.
Another alleged irregularity
involves the composition of the
evaluating team. Young said
Wheeler proposed a team without
consulting the department.
"The dean is acting in a
paternalistic fashion," Young said.
Wheeler "imposes conditions
the procedures don’t call for." She
said faculty members resented that
and Wheeler’s "encroachment."
have
members
Faculty
speculated that it is the university
administration’s desire to have a
chairperson more effectively
manipulated and controlled, Young
said.
In that way, she said, the administration can control the
enrollment and even the existence of
the department.
This university never wanted a
black studies department," Young
said.
I Continued on back page
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FTE is determined by dividing
the total number of students enrolled
by 15, the number of units a full time
student takes.
This FTE increase resulted in
an increase in faculty positions.
Foote said that the increase in
last fall’s enrollment occurred in the
lower division and anticipates the
increase there to continue "at least
for a little while."
Enrollment for fall 1978 is expected to be around 28,000.
Foote said that a difference
between his figure of 37.8 new
positions and the total of 29.17 that
six of seven SJSU schools report,
may be due to an inability to
determine exactly how many
students will be enrolled this fall and
where.
"It’s simply impossible to make
exact plans like this this far ahead of
time," he said,
The School of Business is
gaining 9.37 positions, according to
Dean George Halverson.

James Roberts, dean of the
School of Engineering, said his
school is receiving 8.7 new positions,
although the "exact figures are not
ready yet."
The School of Humanities and
Arts is receiving .7 of a position, said
Dean Henry A. Bruinsma. Exactly
how that figure will be divided
among the school’s departments will
be determined within the next two
weeks, he said.
The School of Social Science,
however, is losing two positions,
according to Dean Gerald Wheeler.
Exactly which departments will be
affected and how is not yet completed, he said.
The School of Science will
receive 4.4 new faculty positions,
Dean Lester Lange said.
Stanley Burnham, dean of the
School of Applied Sciences and Arts,
said his school will receive "close to
six" new positions.
Figures from the School of
Education are not yet available.

Campus political party
formed to fight apathy

photo by Joyce Shotwotl
A trio of laywalkers keeps a wary lookout for cars as they cross a street near campus.
Jail."
Most students acknowledged the
party," she added.
dangers and problems presented by
"It’s one thing to enforce the
"I take the most direct path,"
the high numbers of jaywalkers in
said one violator who preferred her
law, but the fine shouldn’t be high
the campus area.
name be withheld.
because they know students don’t
"Maybe they should cite
"That’s where they should have
have much money," Gheorso said.
violators," Gheorso said, "because
"Being human, I’m basically
put the crosswalks, straight to the
when I’m in a car they drive me
lazy, so I jaywalk," said Dan
eating places."
crazy.
Berg, meteorology junior. "But I’d
"Just say we know we done
"But when I walk I’m the guilty
pay the fine only because I don’t like
wrong," added her companion.

By Corinne Asturias
The meager 10 percent voter
turnout in A.S. elections during the
last five years has spurred formation of a new campus political
party seeking to turn apathy to
action called, appropriately, The
Other 90 Percent.
"When a student government
with a half -million dollar budget
represents only 10 percent of the
student population, it is because
students view it as unresponsive to
their needs," said founder Paul
Boneberg, who is also the first
openly gay candidate to run for A.S.
Council at SJSU.
Boneberg, 24, said the other 90
percent will focus on the special
needs of oppressed groups such as
feminists, gays, senior citizens and
the disabled that presently "cannot
identify with student government,
and take no interest in it."
So far Susan Howard, coordinator of SJSU Women’s Center is
the only candidate to accompany
Boneberg on the new party slate.

However. Boneberg said he has
contacted members of other groups
and feels confident he can broaden
the slate
The former Gay Student Union
vice-president stressed that The
Other 90 percent is not primarily
concerned with gay rights but "the
needs of all groups that feel oppressed.
He said another party objective
is to educate the campus about the
needs of oppressed groups by.
making them visible.
By being visible oppressed
groups can dispel the rumors and
present the facts," he said.
Continued on page 9>

weather
Continued overcast with chance
of showers through Thursday.
Southerly winds 10 to 15 mph with
lows in the upper40s, highs in the
mid -50s.
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forum
Keep abortion services

ABORTION FOR THE PRiviLEGED FEN ??

for low-income women
By Hilary Ann Roberts
A poor woman’s choice to end
her pregnancy in a land where
health, education and welfare is
cheered about is again in danger of
extinction.
Hilary Ann Roberts is o
Spartan Dolly reporter

In a landmark January 1973
decision, the Supreme Court affirmed that the "right of
privacy...founded in the 14th
Amendment’s concept of personal
liberty...is broad enough to encompass a woman’s decision
whether or not to terminate her
pregnancy."
Many angry and concerned
Americans heaved collective sighs
of relief. Gone were the days when a
woman would have to find a way, no
matter how dark and filthy, to
terminate her fetus. Such methods
have had the result of sterilizing,
sometimes even disposing, of the
mother herself.
Yet that first step in securing
the right of decent abortion care for
all has fast and noisily come
crumbling down.
Largely due to a vociferous and
well-monied minority opposed to
abortion on ethical and religious
grounds, the high court decided last
August that states and localities are
free, if they wish, to deny Medicaid
funding for abortion.
About a million legal abortions
are now performed every year in the
United States a third of them
previously paid for with Medicaid
monies.
Governor Brown has inserted
funds here into the current budget to
pay for Medi-Cal abortions, at least

until July 1. "I think there should not
be discrimination based on wealth,"
he explained.
Brown hopes to include $34
million in next year’s state budget to
pay for some 82,000 abortions. But
several anti -abortion lawmakers
have said they might try to hold up
passage of the budget if funding is
included for the explosive issue.
"If that funding is taken away,
poor women will have nothing," said
Prue Schaefer, health educator for
Planned Parenthood of Santa Clara
County. "People feel they should
have more of a say on where their
tax dollars are going, and some
simply believe abortion is murder to
begin with."
Right-to-life lobbies screaming
about killings have some heady
arguments.
By the sixth week of pregnancy,
almost all of the human organs are
in place; by the eighth, brain-wave
activity can be detected. The Hippocratic Oath even includes a
stricture against aiding an abortion,
although many medical schools used
a rephrased version to skirt the
issue.
But a more potent reality cuts
across their other gooey sentimentalities of showing grisly and
pickled fetuses.
Without legal and affordable
abortion, lives are cruelly and
hopelessly ruined. Unwanted
children very often grow up more
than miserable. They are unloved,
battered and trapped. Breeding
grounds for a whole new kind of
criminality are born.
From an even harsher tax dollar
conceptualization, it costs states and
localities more to maintain children
ma world they did not ask to be part
of

Abortion is never an easy
decision. One seeking an abortion
financed by the government has
numerous problems ranging from
concerns for her health to fears for
the future of her family. A legal and
safe operation offers a bright
solution for at least one of her many
dilemmas.
Statistics compiled by Atlanta’s
Center for Disease Control additionally show that voluntary legal
abortion is improving women’s
physical and psychological health.
Women consistently feel more
happy than sad and more relieved
than depressed after having a
voluntary legal abortion.
A 40 percent drop in maternal
mortality from abortions was also
recorded during 1973, the first year
that terminating pregnancies
became legal nationwide.
A woman’s right not to end her
pregnancy should be defended, if she
feels abortion is wrong for her. But
the American Jewish Congress, in a
1972 statement, said "those who find
abortion unacceptable as a matter of
religious conviction or conscience
are free to hold and live by their
beliefs, but should not seek to impose such beliefs, by government
action, on others."
To say that abortion is immoral,
but only the poverty-stricken should
be saved from its sins is more than
unfair. It is absurd.
Poor women carrying an unwanted child will not traipse merrily
on their ways to motherhood.
Once their legal rights are
funded away, they will rather be left
with two choices to raise an unwanted, probably unloved child, or
to risk their lives in back alleyways,
complete with knitting needles and
coat hangers.

Jay Walker pleads insanity

Traffic, dogs, boozers, classes

Running addict fights hazards
By Dave Reynolds
Help, I’m an addict. I am addicted to something heavier than
heroin, faster than speed, more
odiferous than opium. I’m addicted
to running. Yes, running.
If I miss my moring workout I
feel sluggish all day. Not running in
the afternoon ruins my evening; I
feel let down. Skipping a day makes
me feel like garbage. After a day
and a half, I become haggard and
irritable. After two days I go into
withdrawal.

Dave Reynolds is a
Spartan Doily reporter

It all started one day when I cut
a class to get a pair of running shoes
that set me back 30 smackers. Ever
since, I’ve been haunted by this
continuing dream of waking up and
finding my shoelaces broken and all
the stores closed.
I figure I must be addicted if I
can get up at shudder) 7 a.m. to
battle with the traffic and choking
fumes on 10th Street as I head down
to Tully Road, or battle with barking
mutts while I sprint over to Senter.
Then I must contend with other
delirious distance dopers for space
on the Spartan track, trying to get
my miles in.
SPARTAN DAILY
Editor
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may not help my (WA any, but I
sure feel good.
Of course afterwards there is a
come-down. After popping into the
shower, you emerge and smell that
stink of sweat permeating the room.
Yech.
Then the tiredness sets in, and
your legs feel like lead bricks, your
stomach is sore, and your throat
parched. You realize that a beer
would sure taste good, but you’d
probably heave.
And that bed feels so good, that
you’re tempted to "accidentally"
forget to do your homework and take
a quick, three hour nap.
Oh, the problems of being a
running addict.

By Scott Van Camp
The landmark trial of Jay
Walker, accused by University
Police of crossing the street on the
"Don’t Walk" sign, started today in
Superior Court.
Scott Von Comp is a
Spartan

Doily

reporter

Walker pleaded not guilty by
reason of insanity last week in a
preliminary hearing.
The twelve member jury,
consisting of nine men and three
women, all wives of the arresting
officers, listened to opening
arguments by the prosecuting and
defense attorneys.
Lawyer Ed "Lets Put Them All
Behind Bars" Smith opened the trial
by saying that Walker was clearly
violating the police rule when he
dashed across the street while the
"Don’t Walk" sign flashed.

HAVE -rHE BAND PLAY ’NEARER NAV Goo -rt)

!"

"Are we going to let some punky
Communist college kid break the
law?" he asked the jury, as the
three female members shouted
"Right On!"
"Look at him," said Smith,
"he’s as sane as lam."
Walker sat morosely in his seat
wearing a white straight jacket,
drugged after his nervous breakdown suffered during his arrest.
Then it was Marvin "The Loser"
Roach, the defense attorneys’ turn.
"We the defense are going to
prove that poor Jay was not in his
right mind when he decided to
blatantly break the law that fateful
day of March 28," he stated.
"It just so happened that my
client, on that day, had just taken a
very difficult exam and was still
thinking about it just before his dash
across the street."
"He really didn’t know what he
was doing," Roach concluded.

Editor:
According to a Tuesday Spartan
Daily news article, city and SJSU
police intend to crackdown on
pedestrians that jaywalk and cross
streets against red lights.
The story says that the fine for
crossing against a red light is $29.50
and that the fine for jaywalking is $5.
Now who would cross against a
red light when it is so much cheaper
to jaywalk?
Edward Mitchell
Computer Science Sophomore

Dan Dannentelser,
Bob Fong
Toni Coshow
Ron Starnes
JOnt Napala

Craig Anderson. Corinne Asturias.
Barger, Sherry Barkas, Kathy Beck.
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The trial, expected to last for
weeks, has attracted international
media attention, as the law has been
called a breakthrough in traffic
safety throughout the world.
A
University
Police
spokesperson said the new law has
been working beautifully, especially
after Walker’s arrest.
"Our pedestrian deaths have
gone down from 15 a week at that
particular crosswalk to zero," she
said with pride.
"The only problem is, a lot of
people aren’t into disco."

Jaywalking cheap Red

Sydney Brink

Business Manager

The new law, put into effect fiv(
minutes before Walker was carrier
screaming from the scene of tht
crime, states that no person shal.
walk against the flashing "Don’t
Walk" sign, and those that cross
under the green "Walk" must
clearly sing "Stop, look and listen,
when you go across the street" to a
disco melody, before proceeding.

letters

Marilyn Odell

National Ad Manager

Classified

On occasion I battle with the
boozers, side-step the sex fiends,
out-manuever the muggers and
avoid the addicts in a mad dash
through downtown.
It is really a trip to run through
downtown late at night. An element
of excitement is always there. You
never know when someone will step
out of a doorway or dark alley with a
gun or knife and say "Gimme your
money, kid, or I’ll perform instant
surgery on you."
And you’re afraid that if you
stray too close to a wall or alley, or
trip over a hidden step, you may not
live to tell about it.
On other days when the sun is
shining with only one or two clouds
in the sky, and it’s nice and warm, I
have a tendancy to say "screw
political science, I’m gonna run." It

Don’t Walk trial stirs furor

Editor:
Friday, March 31 and Saturday,
April 1 have been designated as
Campus Community Improvement
Days by the Associated Students and
the San Jose City Council.
These two days will provide
opportunities for members of the
University community to work
together to improve the appearance
of and perhaps put a new face on a
portion of our city.
I would like to add my support to
this occasion and encourage the
faculty, students and staff to participate in this worthwhile endeavor.
John Bunzel
SJSU President

light

runners

Editor:
Regarding
the
article
"Crackdown on Jaywalkers" in
Tuesday’s Daily, the crackdown
really needed is against motorists
who blithely sail through red lights!
Rare indeed is ther person,
driver or pedestrian, who couldn’t
honestly report seeing flagrant
disregard of traffic signals every
day. I counted three during my
lunch hour today.
A crackdown on runners of red
lights is long overdue. Pedestrians
are a comparatively minor problem
but, of course, they are easier to
apprehend than drivers.
Of the 58 pedestrian deaths you
reported occurring in San Jose over
the past few years, how many occurred in cross walks with a green
light? My guess is, quite a few.
Carey Weaver
Business Operations Office

Appreciation
Editor:
I would like to extend my
personal appreciation to you and
your staff on the superb photo story
on Women’s Gymnastics in your
March 16 issue.
In my opinion that is one of the
most artistic photo layouts I have
seen.
Joyce Malone, Director
Department of Athletics
for Women
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Latvian refugee ranks in radiology

SJS grad finds success in U.S.
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By Carol Sarasohn
Flunked Again: According to a report published by the
Census Bureau, 20 percent of all Americans are functionally illiterate.
However, don’t panic and drag your children off to a
tutor. This does not mean that 20 percent of the population
cannot read and write; rather, these poor illiterates
cannot apply their skills to simple everyday problems.
This is a sample of one of the questions asked by the
bureau.
"A church is giving an eight-week course in potterymaking. The Bordens want their three daughters to attend. The cost is $50 for the first child in a family and $25
for each additional child. How much will they have to
pay?"
The answer, of course, is supposed to be $100.
The Census Bureau is full of prunes.
If the Bordens’ daughters are like other children, the
cost should be computed thusly: $250 for refinishing the
top of the antique wooden dining room table after the kids
have spilled clay and paint on it; $3,500 for psychiatric
counseling for the Borden parents after listening to two
months of continual squabbling among their daughters
about whose vase is the most beautiful; $195 for the
hospital bill incurred when the youngest daughter shocked
herself touching a faulty electric potter’s wheel plug; and
$1,000 for bribing an adoption agency to take their
children.
Other sample problems include: who to consult when
seeking a job, what is unit pricing and what does closed
shop mean.
No wonder so many people flunked the test. None of
the possible answers is correct.
For example, one problem states: "Sally can get a
babysitter for 20 hours a day. Sally needs to find a job
where she will work: A ) eight hours a day, three days a
week; or B ) five hours a day, four days a week."
It’s just a matter of simple multiplication. Right?
Wrong. If Sally earns a minimum wage of $2.50 an
hour she would gross $50 a week. But out of the $50, $10 will
be gobbled up for taxes, $20 for a sitter, and $12 for gas,
snacks and panty hose, leaving her a net gain of $11.
The Census Bureau never suggested Sally would be
money ahead to stay at home and stand on a street corner
occasionally - a possibility those ’2,0 percent of Americans
have probably considered.
The answer for the closed shop question is wrong also.
A closed shop is a grocery store, normally open 24
hours, which changes its policy while you’re on vacation.
It is 9:10 in the evening; that store, and every other store,
is closed. It is the night before Easter, the refrigerator is
empty and your mother-in-law is coming for dinner the
next day. That is a closed shop.
As every housewife knows, unit pricing was not instituted by grocery stores to make it easier to compare
prices. One grocery store chain hired a psychologist who
determined, from customers’ shopping habits, that
shoppers are annoyed to find labels with higher prices
pasted over the lower prices every week.
The psychologist also decided no one can figure out the
unit numbers on cans and boxes, nu one will admit to
being dumb, and will therefore not ask what the numbers
mean, and the store management can raise prices 10
percent every week and customers will be none the wiser.
The phrase "right on red" has nothing to do with
whether it is legal or not to make a right turn at a red
signal light.
It simply means you were right to suspect your
neighbors of being Communists back in the ’50s, a
suspicion which has been confirmed by their crabgrass
infesting your lawn.
Another problem: "Mrs. Glover deposited a check in her
savings account. The bank said it would take five days to
clear. What does this mean?"
It means, Mrs. Glover, that if your check was written
on your personal checking account, you have five days to
deposit the money to cover the check before you are
hauled away for bad check writing.
The Census Bureau answers are based on the way life
should be, not the way the world actually functions. If I
wanted to find a job as a waitress, the last place I would
seek help would be from an employment agency, as the
bureau suggests.
The wrong answer - asking a sister who works as a
secretary - is actually the right answer. The secretary,
who probably talks with 50 people a day, probably knows
someone, who knows someone, who knows about a job
opening.
And that, dear bureau, is the best method of finding a
job.

"I never had good grades and just made it through,"
Vanags said.
"I was handicapped because I didn’t speak English
very well and there were times when I became very
frustrated because some professors insisted on perfect
English.
"When you work harder for something, you appreciate it more," she said.
"I was originally involved in medical technology,"
she said, "but I found that nuclear medicine was more
stimulating."
Vanags said her work at O’Connor Hospital in San
Jose involves diagnostic work only and not treatment.
She is specifically involved in Radio Inununol Assays,

By Hal Donaldson
Klitia Vanags’s life is a success story even though her
early life wasn’t easy.
To escape being one of 35,00 Latvians transferred to
Siberia by the Russians, she fled to Austria.
She later came to America when the Austrian
government started a movement to get "displaced persons" out of the country.
America was the 1957 San Jose State graduate’s land
of opportunity as she worked her way from being a
housemaid to become the recipient of the First
Professional Achievement Award in Nuclear Medicine.
"Kit " as she is better known, received the award at
last year’s annual meeting of the American Society for
Medical Technology. The organization has more than
33,000 members throughout the United States.

a new tool which is an ultra -sensitive method of
measuring hormones, vitamins, poisons, drugs and
steroids. The procedure detects minute particles in the
body.
Wherever there is "increased uptake" a concentration of radioactive material ), it means the area is
inflamed and needs attention.

She was chosen for her contributions in lectures,
workshops and her articles published in national
magazines.
She has recently been nominated for the Joint Review
Committee which sets up guidelines on nuclear medicine
in the U.S.

"Some patients become afraid when radioactivity is
mentioned," Vanags said, "but when they realize that we
get as much exposure as they do, that fear leaves."
The dosage patients receive is one-half gone in less
than six hours and totally gone in 48 hours.

She became a U.S. citizen in 1957 and now considers
herself "a yankee."
Latvia is one of three Baltic States above Poland, and
was taken over by Russia after World War 11.
Vanags’s family first came to San Francisco, where
they were told no jobs were available. They then moved to
San Jose and Vanags enrolled at San Jose State College.
She worked her way through school as a housemaid,
Her daily schedule included fixing three meals a day,
washing clothes and dishes, and attending classes.
She said her busy schedule was reflected in her
grades.

photo by Allison McLoughlin

SJS grad Kit Vanogas works in nuclear medicine.

Sex information offered at The Male’s Place
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1965: Members of the
Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee
learned they could not
receive an interest-free
loan from the A.S. Council.
The group wanted $6,000 to
provide bail money for civil
rights workers who had
been arrested in the South.
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By Glenn Young
Learning about sex on the street isn’t
all it’s cracked up to be.
Instead, an alternative is offered at
The Male’s Place, a center where young
men may obtain low-cost birth control and
information on male sexuality and
venereal disease.
Established in January 1977, the
center at 976 Lenzen Ave., is funded by the
State Department of Health through the
Office of Family Planning.
With 7,000 unplanned teenage
pregnancies in Santa Clara County last
year, according to Steve Purser, health
educator at The Male’s Place, teen-agers
should be the targets for birth control
education.
"There is much peer pressure and kids
today are getting bombarded with sex
through magazines, radio and television,"
Purser said.
Street corners are where all the myths
on sex are started, he said, and what is
needed are formal programs on sex at the
junior high school level.
Services at the Male’s Place are
utilized by area junior high and high
schools to combine with current sex
education courses at the schools, Purser
said.
Young women as well as men have
come to the center for answers on male
sexuality or their ove!..
The young men who do come in, he
said, are or plan to be sexually active.

Younger men who may not be sexually
active at the time usually come in and ask
questions.
"We haven’t given men the avenues
or programs to get this information on
sex," Purser said. "We hope other family
planning agencies will start similar
programs."
Purser, 27, a 1973 SJSU health science
graduate, said many people aren’t
showing up at the center because of its
institutionalized atmosphere and "out-ofthe-way" location.
If people don’t come down, Purser
said, information and referral services
can be obtained by phoning the
-Healthline" which is a spin-off from the
drug abuse hot-lines in the Vs and early
’70s.
The four or five volunteers who answer calls to the Healthline are from SJSU
or from community out-reach programs.
Purser said men are now willing to
take more responsible and active roles in
birth control by using condoms or getting
vasectomies.
If not taking an active role in birth
control, he said, men are motivated to
support their partners in using birth
control.
"I’d like to see other programs
established in other areas because ot the
unplanned pregnancy’ rates," Purser said.
"If we deal more with men we could
help prevent some of these unplanned
pregnancies."

Health award offered
A $200 scholarship has been announced by The
Registered Sanitarians of Santa Clara County.
The Irvin M. Fall’s Memorial Scholarship for Environmental Health requires that applicants be currently
enrolled as upper-division students majoring in environmental health studies.
Applications are available in the Financial Aids Office, Administration Building, room 234.
Deadline for filing is April 28.
For information call 277-2696.

III

flashback
On this date in:

The tests have been done on three-day-old babies with
the dosage reduced, she said.
Although the amount of radiation Vanags is exposed
to is relatively small, precautions are taken.
She wears a ring and a badge which contain x-ray
film. These are sent away to a company to analyze the
amount of radiation she has been exposed to each month.
The radioactive material is also kept and handled
behind a lead glass shield and lead bricks which absorb
the radiation.

Have a delicious
steak sandwich
today at

20% OFF
SONIA’S
KITCHEN
I blk from I’8111;111,
710/h

and

F.
24A VIA I

- -------------------------------1975 :
Students
presented a petition to the
Economics Department
executive committee to
oust Dr. Marvin Snowbarger from his position as
graduate adviser. The
main objections were that
Snowbarger ran the
program by himself
a
consulting
without
committee; that he used
his Economics 202 course
as a "screening" to
determine which students
should continue the
graduate program; and
that
he
"mystified"
students with the material
presented.

photo by John 0u,nn

Steve Purser, director of The Male’s Place, a center offering birth control information for area junior high and high school students.

Stadium show
A twilight concert
Jackson
headlining
Browne will be held at
Spartan Stadium June 9.
Two other bands will
perform before Brown but
the rest of the act has not
yet been contracted, according to a spokeswoman
Sun
Morning
for
Productions, the concert’s
promoters.

FESTIVAL OF
FOOLS
LARRY
RAND

HIGHWIRE
RADIO
CHOIR

Jim’s
HAIRSTyllINg
Feather Cuts for the young look
Unisex

123 S. 3rd St.

april 1

293-2747
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New Sy ,tem Protects Receiver, Turntable and Speakers

Now you can help prevent the theft of your Stereo equipment by
using the BM Preventative Theft System. You know that a thief can
break a window, enter your home and be out with your stereo
within 3 -minutes. And the cost of replacement, even if you are
insured, is both time consuming and costly. Now, at last, there is a
way to help prevent this injustice! The BM Preventative Theft
System uses strong adhesives, hardened steel and specially
designed locks to protect your Stereo equipment. yet any piece can
be removed by you. The BM Preventative Theft System is especially
designed for easy installation And it’s positively your best
protection buy at $29 951
Gentlemen, I’m impressed and I want to keep my stereo
Please send me a complete BM Preventative Theft System that will
protect my receiver, turntable and speakers.

Send $29.95 to:

SJSU

8Am

$1 advance $2 door
ft As liosiness ISle. SAO!,

STOP STEREO RIP- OFFS!!

ht.I I

Hill

e.11ASS0,

BUDGET MARKETING
3115 E. Olive St.
Box 43075
Las Vegas, Nev. 89110
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CITY
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Bowlers off to ’Vegas
for sectional tourney
By Sharon Kuthe
Both the men’s and
women’s bowling teams
have been invited to the
national team chamsectional
pionship’s
tournament in Las Vegas
Friday and Saturday.
If the men’s team wins,
it will go to the National
Intercollegiate Team
Championships, held in
Milwaukee, Wis., this year.
The women’s team has
only to finish first or second
to gain a spot in the
Nationals, as two women’s
teams will go to the
Nationals.
"The women’s team
has made it to the nationals
all the three years it has
been held," women’s coach
Terry Gregory said. "They
finished second in 1975, won
it in 1976 and finished
second again last year."

There are four other
girls that are together as
far as averages go,"
Gregory said. "Ann
Beckius, Sandi Wooton,
Sandy Johnson and Liz
Sylvia are all bowling with
a 165 average. Their
average would be higher
except for that tournament
at Cal State L.A. They
would have averages of
170 instead of 165," he said.
The men’s team has six
members with team
captain, Marty Schram
leading the team with an
average of 202. According
to Gregory, the men’s team
is also very consistent with
Dave Hewitt, Louis
LaVerde and Kevin
Johnson all rolling for
about a 195 average now.

The reason both of our
teams are doing so well is
because we have a lot of
eight -member consistent
The
bowlers,"
women’s team is very Gregory said. "Our depth
consistent, according to is good and it helps us win
Gregory. The team leader tournaments.
LS Sharon Nishimatsii, with
"The women have been
a 178 tournament average.

undefeated in all league
and tournament competition other than the two
losses at the Nationals
during the past three years
and are one of the most
highly respected teams in
the country."
"The women did lose
one tournament this year,"
he said. They lost the
Association of College
Unions-International regional in February. The
tournament was hosted by
Cal State Los Angeles.’ All
the teams did badly
because the lanes were in
terrible
condition,"
Gregory said. "Our girls’
averages are shot because
of that tournament."
In order to be invited to
the sectionals, the teams
must do well in its league,
the Northern California
Intercollegiate
Master
League.
The
the sectionals.
women’s team won the Las
Vegas Invitiational which

The National Bowling
Council (NBC) chooses the
teams that are to play in
hosts the top teams
throughout the country,
gaining them an automatic
invitation to the sectionals.
The NBC, after considering
performance,
decided to inviti: them also.
The men finished second in
three major tournaments
in league play including the
Las Vegas tournament.
The Las Vegas tournament hosts 65 men’s
teams from 25 states.
According to Gregory, the
NBC chose the men to go to
the sectionals because of
their performance in Las
Vegas,

i photo by MolotHe Porker
Bowlers Marty Schram and Ann Beckius practice in the S.U. Bowling Alley to tune-up for the Sectional
tournament Friday and Saturday in Los Vegas. This weekend’s performances determine if the teams make
the national competition.

Raider exec stresses image

LoCosale: winning top goal
By Steven Goldberg
"Our image," said Al
LoCosale,
executive
assistant to the Oakland
Raiders, "is a guy standing
there in the silver and
black with his arm in the
air saying, ’We’re number
one.
LoCosale, once a coach
at Pennsylvania State
University, spoke to SJSU
Athletic Director Bob
Murphy’s sports business
class Tuesday about the
philosophy of the Raiders
and pro football in general.
"Our goals are very
simple," LoCosale said.
"First is to win. Second is
to do it in a profitable,
business-like manner. But

we never allow the second
to interfere with the first."
The Raiders, one of the
winningest teams in the
National Football League,
don’t just want to win, they
want to be number one,
LoCasale implied.
"Our society today is
not just win-oriented,"
LoCosale
said.
"It’s
number one oriented.
Being the Denver Broncos
is not a lot different from
the Philadelphia Eagles.
Neither one of them won
the Super Bowl."
The Raiders are unique
in many ways so they can
be number one, LoCosale
said.
"We are the only team

Soccer tourney
to benefit booters

photo by Me.lame Porker
Senior Vinnie Hurley will join the rest of her teammates when
they go to the
NIWFA Nationals in Philadelphia, beginning today. The women
are aiming for
their fourth straight victory in the nationals, a feat that
has never been accomplished.

Klepfer in Seattle for meet
Kris Klepfer, the
Spartan’s top woman
gymnast this season, will
represent SJSU today,
tomorrow i,nd Saturday at
the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women’s nationals in
Seattle.
Klepfer holds school

records in the floor exercises and all-around events
with a 9.2 mark in the floor
ex, and 35.2 in all-around.
Klepfer has a best of
8.9 in the vaulting, one of
her stronger events, Lyn
Cross, Women’s gymnastics coach, said.

She has been the top
performer for the Spartans
all season and was the only
Spartan who realistically
could reach the nationals,
Cross said.

SJSU is hosting an
indoor youth soccer
tournament this weekend,
with all proceeds going to
the
Spartan
soccer
program.
The tournament will
feature 32 teams from area
Police Athletic League,
American Youth Soccer
League and California
Youth Soccer League.
The Spartan soccer
team will also participate
in the tournament by
playing the University of
Santa Clara at 8 p.m.
Saturday.
The Spartan -Bronco
contest will follow indoor
tournament rules. There
will only be 4 players
allowed no goalies) on the,
floor for each team and
halves will only last 20
minutes with five minute
halftirnes.
For the youth soccer
contests there are four
divisions, including under
12, under 14, under 16 and
under 19.
For the 12 and 14-yearold divisions the halves will
last 10 minutes with a three
minute halftime. Four
players and a goalie will be
allowed on the floor for
each team.

In the 16 and 19-yearold divisions, as in the
Spartan -Bronco game, only
four players will be allowed
on the floor for each team
and there will be no
goalies. Instead there will
be a restraining area in
front of the goal which
neither side can touch.
Halves will last 15
minutes and have a fiveminute halftime.
The tournament will
start Friday at 5 p.m. and
will continue Saturday and
Sunday at 9 a.m. All
championship games will
be played Sunday, starting
at 12:20.

in the National Football
League that doesn’t belong
to a scouting pool,"
LoCosale said. If a pool
involves eight teams it
can’t give the Raiders the
evaluation they need
because the needs of the
teams are different, he
added.
Perhaps the biggest
difference between the
Raiders and other NFL
teams is the relationship
between management and
the players.
"We try for a non adversary relationship
with the athletes,"
LoCosale said. "I have
seen groups where they
really feel the athlete is an
adversary."
"You’re paying to
see athletes," LoCosale
said. "Those people should
be paid accordingly." The
Raiders have one of the
highest payrolls in the
league and should because
they win, he added.
An example, he said, is
that Al Davis was the first
to recognize the importance of offensive
linemen to winning football
games and pay accordingly.
It is probably no accident that the Raiders
have one of the top offensive lines in pro football.
Because the Raiders do

provide the best for their
athletes, LoCosale said,
players around the league
use the Raiders as a
standard

to the Raiders, are needed
to develop a winner.
"Recently I had the
chance to go with the
’ Washington Redskins as
general
manager,"
LoCosale said. "For a
variety of reasons I turned
it down
because in
discussing their future and
philosophy they talked
about how they didn’t want
radical change in their
operation because they
were second behind .the.
Dallas Cowboys.
"They were looking for
short-cuts without risks,"
he said.
For the Raiders, taking
chances is a way of life.
"We’d rather be right
than consistent," he said.

Al LoCosale
"There aren’t many
players that don’t feel it
wouldn’t be a kick to play
for the silver and black."

LoCosale,
who
professes to like cliches
because they tell a story
quickly, gave Murphy’s
class advice if they hope to
rise in an organization.

I,oCosale said that
reputation and the Raiders’
willingness to take risks on

said
"Assume,"
LoCosale as he wrote the
word on the blackboard
and put slashes on each
side of the "u".

players like defensive
tackle John Matuszak, who
didn’t perform up to his full
capabilities until he came

"That is the worst
word in the English
because
Language
separated it will make an
ass out of your and me."
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Low Riders Only!
Nothing beats cruising around town in that Bad Machine .

LARGE SANDWICH
for price of a small

. unless the tunes are coming from the radio.
Music World con help you clean up your act.
If you hurry - you can get a special discount on tapes
for your car and albums for your home.

Exclude: Pastrami, Berland Avocado
Lilac was pia pan.
Offer Expires Thum, April 5. 975
Pee E. Willima

Over ice or snow add 11 2 oz. of Montezuma Tequila, the Noblest
Tequila, to delicious Fresca. It’s a chiller!
c1978 80proof MontrAuote Tegtola IkstoSed end bottled by Bertoo Lkstiller, Import Co , New York, N Y
’t res. os registered 1rodemer0 ol the Cote Cola Company

Club Cord Members Only
open 7 days a week

MUSIC WORLD

1101 S. King Rd. S.J.
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of

delicious Fresca It’s a chiller,
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’Top competition is here’

Alabama champ at SJSU
By Sharon Kutbe
Marcus Washington,
Alabama state high school
champion in the 100 and 200
yard dashes, enrolled at
SJSU because he felt it had
the top college competition.
Before the 18-year-old
Washington leaves San
Jose, his goal is to be
champion again, but this
time on the national
collegiate level.
from
Originally
Mobile, Ala., Washington
led all high school sprinters
in the 50-yard dash in 1977
and was recruited by
several universities including Arizona State
University, University of
Southern California and
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nation before he leaves. He
feels that with the help of
Cooper, Whitaker and
assistant coach Larry
Livers, he can accomplish
this goal.

Auburn University.
Washington
was
Alabama champion in his
junior and senior years at
Touliminville High School.
After narrowing his
choices down to SJSU and
ASU, he chose San Jose.

"Dedy is a leader and
he knows that I can get
faster," Washington said.
"He wants to help me and
he has faith in my
abilities."

"When I went to see
ASU, it was really nice,
but the desert weather was
too hot," Washington said.
"I wanted to come here
because this is where the
top competition is."
"I saw Dedy Cooper
and Ron Whitaker on
television and I wanted to
run with them."
The

5-foot -11,

146 -

At the Stanford Relays
March 18, Washington was
the lead leg for the 400meter relay which ran its
fastest time, 39.9, this
season. Whitaker, Cooper
and Mike Kirtman filled
the rest of the spots and the
four member team
qualified for NCAA competition.

Marcus Washington
pound freshman, wants to
be a top sprinter in the

Inman featured guest
for basketball banquet
Stu Inman, general
manager of the defending
National Basketball Association champion Portland
Trailblazers and former
SJSU cager, will be the
featured speaker tonight at
the annual basketball banquet.
The banquet begins at
6:30 with a no-host cocktail
hour at Lou’s Village, 1465
W. San Carlos St., with
dinner to follow at 7:30.
A new award will be
presented tonight to the
person outside the program
the players feel was most
helpful to them. The Hobert
Burns Player Appreciation
Award will be an annual
award, with a perpetual
trophy remaining in the
department
athletic
building as well as a trophy
being presented to the
recipient.

Inman, who had his
long-standing record for
fouls in one season broken
by captain Tracy Haynes
this year, starred for the
Spartans from 1946-50 and
coached the Spartans from
the 1960-61 season through
the 1965-66 slate, when Dan
Glines took over.
Current coach Ivan
Guevara took over from
Glines five years later.
Inman is one of only
seven players to score 30 or
more points in a game for
the Spartans. Wally Rank
and Stan Hill accomplished
that this year.
Inman still holds the
school records for games
played, points, field goals
attempted and made, and
personal fouls for a career.
Irunan’s point and field
goal totals in the 1948-49
season still are in the
record book, too.

Intramural
hoop scores
A
Tape kn., 2, Turmeys 0
White Entrance 112, Jaguars
Motor City Wheels 64. Travellers 55
Off 78, Clippers 4
Kermit Washington 46. Soul Patrol
42
League
All ’N All 38, Tortilla Flats 34.
Sigma No No 1 34, Individual No. 1
32
Roadrummers 70, Nettche’s Netters
57
Aparherics Al 100 Proofs?
SAE 55. Chairman Boards No 145
Batty Barney 40, Space Cadets 35
Rebels 47. UPO Comings 35
Sweet Poontang 61, Stone Troopers
31

Roaches 73, Rockets 42
C League
Golden State Marvo’s 50. War Pigs
42.
NBA 2, Asian Studs.
Jet Lag 31, Alien Hall 30,
La Familia 46, 12th St. Loadies 42.
Sigma Na No. 2 2, Individual No 20.
AT0.111re 44, No Boards 31.
Chairman Boards No. 213. Sammy’s
6.
Partners To 311, Los Cabrones 36
$16015 112. Undec Weds O.
Imports 64, Spartan Oriocc , 42
"Not Ready" 41, Sigma Chi 30.
69ers 61, Wizards 24.
H.S 58, LOS Doctores De Basketball
57

Inman is credited with
taking
the
Porland
Trailblazers, an expansion
team, and building it
around the oft-criticized
Bill Walton into a
powerhouse which topped
the Philadelphia 76ers in
six games in last year’s
NBA final.

According to Washington, problems with
his technique are holding
him back.
"The problems that I
have with technique can be
solved with a lot of drill
work," Washington said.

among top
freshmen
Spartan swimmer
Larry Baratte finished low
in the NCAA finals yet he
was not displeased, being
among the top half dozen
freshmen in the country.
Baratte, the only
swimmer representing the
Spartans in the finals,
finished with two lifetime
best records in the individual medley.
He clocked in a 1:57 in
the 200 yard IM finishing
43rd and 4:09 in the the 400
IM placing 45 out of 60
competitors.

"The work outs here
are a lot harder than I
expected though, but I
know that in the long run,
the pain I feel now will
make me run faster."
Washington almost left
SJSU last fall, because he
said he wasn’t happy and a
little bit homesick.
"I missed home in a
way and my friends here
convinced me to stay,"
Washington said. "Because
of my friends’ coaxing, I
stayed here. I needed them
and they inspired me to

University of Tennessee finished first, upsetting University of
Southern
California’s
chances for a fifth straight
championship. USC’s was
without three seniors and
placed seventh. University
of Auburn finished second
with UC-Berkeley third.
The meet was held at the
Belmont Plaza Pool over
the break

AMIE112
CNIE
366 S I., st 194 31611
Thun-Stin
SC -Fl FESTIVAL

A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE
700

FANTASTIC
ANIMATION
FESTIVAL
9i05

Reinforce your college degree and get a better start through Army ROTC Get
management training Self discipline A sense of confidence Earn the extra credentials
that will set you apart as a responsible achiever You’ll also receive $2500 over your
last two years in the Advanced ROTC Program Whether your career plans are civilian
act Ye duty with a starting
or military. Army ROTC provides opportunities for both
salary of over $ti .300 or reserve service while employed in the civilian community
Get started for life alter college Get started in A my ROTC

II you are a veteran or a
Junior ROTC graduate then
you started early
probably
without realizing it That early
start makes you automatically
eligible to enter the Advanced
Program

Start Army ROTC during
your freshman or sophomore
year with no military oblige
ton You II find a number of
ways to get started in a
Curriculum that s exciting
and flexible enough to meet
your class schedule and
academic needs

27P291815%86
Major Dave Cunningham

ARMY ROTC.

"Our band was good.
Sometimes I miss it and I
may even get into a little
group or something out
here," Washington said.
Nicknamed
"The
Bird" because of his small
size and his quickness,
Washington thinks SJSU
can defeat Long Beach
Saturday.

photo by Kim Komenich

Marcus Washington, promising freshman sprinter at SALL wins this heat of the
100 -meter dash at the Stanford Relays.

Fencers vie for national title

Swimmer

THE
MULTIPLE
START.

Washington, besides
being a talented runner in
Mobile, played the trumpet
and was the drum major
for his high school band.

SJSU meets Long
Beach on the 49er track and
"When we ran 39.9 Washington is confident
SJSU will be victorious.
against Stanford, I was
excited.
"We should beat Long
Beach because I think our
"I had always wanted sprinters are stronger."
to run with them and we Washington said. Whitaker
ran well together," and Marlin Rochee are
Washington said.
"looking good and I don’t
think we’ll have any
up
to
look
"Because I
problem."
and respect them,"
Washington said, "I think it
makes me run a little
faster."

3
WAYS TO GET STARTED
FOR LIFE
AFTER COLLEGE.
THE
EARLY
START.

keep running when I was
down, but now that track
has started I feel a lot
better."

THE
BASIC
START.

Get started in Army ROTC
through Basic Camp at Fort
Knox Kentucky this summer,
You’ll get $500 for attending
a challenging six week camp
II your performance is
exceptional you lust May
qualify for a two year schola,
Ship as you enter the
Advanced Program

Four members of the women’s fencing team are
seeking their fourth straight national title when the
Spartans travel to Philadelphia for the 50th National
Women’s Intercollegiate Fencing Association Championships today through Saturday.
Defending individual champion Vincent Hurley,
Stacey Johnson, Hope Konecny and Sharon Roper will
combine to try for the title. Hurley has won the individual
in 1975 while Johnson took it in 1976.
According to Coach Michael D’Asaro, there were
other teams that took three straight championships but
"no team has won it four years ins row."

"I’d say we have to be rated at the top again," the
coach said. With Vinnie and Stacy coming back, we’re
going to be awfully tough to beat."
Hurley and Johnson are seniors with identical records
of 44-1 this season. Both seniors are seeking All-American
honors for the fourth straight year. Johnson has an undefeated winning streak of more than 300 team matches
during her college years.
Rounding out the four members are Konency with a
40-5 record and Sharon Roper with a final of 15-15.
Last year Johnson lost by one point to Hurley in the
finals. This year D’Asaro hopes it will be different "since
we have a chance to make history."

DO YOUR
PART!
Campus I
mprovement
Day
Volunteer Your Time
With The
Associated Students
Join:

Mayor Hayes
Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos
and State Senator Jerry Smith
at the AMPHITHEATRE
Friday morning, March 31 at 8:30
Participate in the beautification and
improvement of the Campus Community Area
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Various checking accounts
Barclays Bank of l’alifornia
Minimum Balance
$10000
Coder $100101

Moodily
Sen. Chg.

Charge
Per (’heck

(sot lot
2001:becks

None
$200

None
None

$300111111
Same

itiserdrali protection, tree Winder’s chocks and motley orders included if qualified.,

California Canadian Bank

Minimum

Monthly
Sen. Chg.

Helaine

$1011110

Under $1101 1/0

$2

Charge
Per Check

Cost for
200 Checks

None
None

f3 25 min
Same

Community Bank of San Jose
Monthly
Sem. Chg.

Minimum Balance
$201

Charge
Per Check
None
None

111)

$2 00

our $20C111)

Cost for
MO Checks
M tharg
Sonic

First National Bank of San Jose
Personal Checking Plan
Charge
Per Check
None

Sionthly
Sri,. (lg.

Minimum Balance
$300.00-Over
$200 004299 99
$100 004199 00
Less than $100 .00

None
30
50
80

First Choice Plan
Nominal-it. balance

$2 00

Cost for
200 Checks
$3 65 non
VI 65 nun
$3 65 nun
$3.65 non

00
08
08

None

Freer I

This plan iniludes free Scenic Americana personalized checks, and if you tonally: First National Bank Gold Card,
erd raft protection, check guarantee card, free cashier’s checks, money orders and First National trakeler’S checks.

Nearby banks
offer students
check services
to suit needs
By Nancy J. Smith
The bank and type of checking account you choose can
money.
save you
For instance, four local banks offer special checking
accounts for college students.
United California Bank offers a student account for $1
a month regardless, of the number of checks written. No
minimum balance is required. Students must purchase
their own checks.
Wells Fargo Bank also has a special acccount for
students for a monthly service charge of $1. Students must
show their college identification card to qualify.
Wells Fargo’s basic type of check no scenic design
is free to students, Each semester, students with accounts
are asked to come to the bank so the fact their fees have
been paid can be recorded.
Crocker National Bank’s student plan carries a $6
service charge, payable once a year. The bank’s stock
checks, personalized, are free. Crocker will not close a
student account during the summer even though the
balance is zero.
Bank of America offers unlimited checkwriting for
students for $1 a month. There is no service charge for
June, July, August or any month when a balance of $300 or
more is maintained.
The account stays open through summer, even with a
zero balance.

Ii

Charge
l’er Check

Monthly
Sees. Chg.

Cost for
200 Checks
S2 ;tniin

None

N,me

Sanwa Bank
Minimum Balance
vim im
Crider $100.10

Monthly
Set,. Chg.

Charge
Per Check

Cost for
200 Checks

None
1( 50

Nine
Noin,

$3.55 nun.
Scenic design

Security Pacific National Bank
Minimum Balance
130000
Under *300.00
Combined Plan 121
No minimum bnl.infe

Monthly
Sets hg

Charge
Per Check
NOM’
CI

5

113

12101

Nom

Same

?NI(

hg, hr

121 With this plan you can apply for Master Charge or VLSA and traveler’s checks are free.
A special plan is also a sailable for those w ho write 10 or less cheeks a month at a charge of 20 cents per r’heck,

Sumitomo Bank of California
Minimum Balance
$20000
Under $200 00
None

on tidy
sees Chg.

Charge
Per Check

None
$200
None

None
None
1:,31

("Os! for
200 Cheeks
0001111
V/ 80 BIM
$2 80min
t2

13111 15 or less checks are written a month.

Union Bank
Minimum Balance
$300110
Under *00100
None

photo by Kim Kornentrh

Students of sophomore standing or higher who qualify
can also obtain a Visa credit card with special credit
limits.

Hibernia Bank

Minimum Balance

Bank of America’s bank stock checks, personalized,
are free with the student plan.

Monthly
Sem. Chg.

Charge
Per Cheek

Cost for
200Cliecks

NOrre

None
07
.15141

$3 50 avg
$35flasg
$3 50 avg

75

141 If 5 tu 8 checks &rewritten a month. Statement every three moms.

Note: The cost of cheeks at any dank depends on the kind and design y OLI choose Plain bank checks are least expensise Cosi includes personaliring with sonic’, address and phone number. Since most banks use the same cheek
printer, costs actually car) little rom bank to bank
%utility statements are sent by the hunks with most checking accounts, except, in some rases. with special a."
counts where fewer than Br checks a month are written

The table lists other banks located in the downtown
area and checking accounts they offer that might be
practical for students.

School of Social Work tabs Bunzel
as maverick in growth of programs
By Glenn Young
The SJSU School of
Social Work is less inclined
to criticize the administration of SJSU
President John Bunzel,
according to the dean of the
school.
In fact, Bunzel is

sometimes credited with
making the school what it
is today.
Before it became a
school, the former
Department of Social Work
was
having
faculty
problems and Bunzel
"moved
in
very

Two ’JSU students
to play organ benefit
Two SJSU students,
trumpet player Charles
Daval and organist Chris
Tietze, will perform a
recital on Sunday, April 2,
1978, at 8:30 p.m. at St.
Joseph’s Church, Market
and San Fernando streets,
in San Jose.
The performance is the
second recital in a series
established
for
the
preservation of the historic
1886 Odell organ, under the
sponsorship of SJSU and
St. Joseph’s Church.
The organ is the oldest
of its kind still in its
original condition on the
West Coast.

NOW THATS A BURGER!

Daval, a senior music
major, began studying
trumpet at an early age,
and has performed with
numerous groups including
the San Francisco Bach
Festival Orchestra, the San
Francisco Opera, the San
Jose Symphony, the
Monterey
Peninsula
Chorale Society and the
SJSU Symphony Orchestra
and Symphonic Band. He is
currently studying trumpet
with Ed Haug of the San
Francisco Symphony
Orchestra.
Tietze,
who will
receive his B.A. this
semester, has been accepted for organ study with
Jean Longlais of Paris.
France for the next
academic year.

aggressively" and made
changes, according to
Dean Armando Sanchez.
The administration
was completely revamped
from having a director and
two faculty members to
having a designated dean
and associate dean, Sanchez said.
The troubles involving
the school, according to
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns, were the
mostly Chicano administration’s
inappropriate use of the
school’s resources.
Bunzel, during his first
semester as president in
fall 1970, was informed of
the misuses and met with
the administration on what
could be done with the
program, Burns said.
The attitude of the
faculty toward Bunzel’s
advice was one of hostility
and that the misuses of the
program’s functions were
irrelevant to instructors’
performance.
Faculty members
claimed the state owed
them the resources, said
Burns, and what Bunzel
had told them was "all
gringo bullshit" and that
these resources should be

Stop by Magoo’s
Pizza & Pub

OVER
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BUILD
YOUR
OWN
COMBINATIONS

430 N. Santa Cruz, Los Gatos
Across from Alpha Beta
$1.00 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
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The school was initially
established by Bunzel to
produce professional social
I.

BOUND FOR EUROPE?I
Consider the alternative.
US
Club Tamure has programs to enhance your experience
and help your travel dollar travel farther
Freedom? It’s built mto everything we offer, Plus an extra
freedom not to tie taken lightly Freedom horn Hassle
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"By putting it I the
program) into the status of
a school, it increased its
status," Sanchez said.
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Protessional Pharmacists

59c with this coupon ( regular 99c)
Offer expires Thurs.. 4/

workers, which had not
been produced when it was
a program, Sanchez said.

$1 .00
$1 .00

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JP.

I11th and San Carlos

in the form of compensation for past
discrimination.
Bunzel asked Paul Sanchez, then director of the
program,
for
his
resignation. When Sanchez
refused, Burnet fired him.
"Dr. Bunzel, being a
’political astute,’ was well
aware of the ramifications
and consequences of his
decisions," Armando
Sanchez said.
"To make that change
he took a lot of heat from
the community and the
people that were here at
the time."

Going Thru Los Gatos

Giant 1 2 Pound Burger

LARGEST
BURGER
ON
THE
WEST
COAST

Something in
a size-9 pump?

A college-student Instant Cash plan can help students
avoid bounced checks by covering all checks up to the
limit of one’s available Visa credit.

A demonstration of the donut
disco? Recreation and Leisure
Studies Prof. Ken Kim was up to his
ankles in action as he ran the
Superstars Obstacle Course in
front of the student activities
building yesterday. The event,
sponsored by Kim’s Rec. 97 class,
kept dozens of participants on
their
toes
timidly
trampling
through tire tubes.

FREE
1918 Travel Catalog
the most comprehensive travel directory
ever published.
Over 5000 charters listed, escorted tours
air/sea cruises, mini vacations

Call Now, 30 operators standing by:

(800)821-2770 EXT.

510

24 hours-7 days a week
SprCliii disc -01110S.

Free gilts, Client protection

UNITED CALIFORNIA TRAVELINE INC

I
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These are some of the conditions in Morris Dailey Auditorium which a campus
task force, headed by Glen Guttormsen, SJSU directcr of business affairs,
hopes will be renovated. Above, the hole in the floor is a vent without a top.
At right an example of the choirs, which they hope to replace.
photos by Ktrn Kornenich

’Big price tag’ on Morris Dailey renovations
There will be a "big price tag" on the renovation of
Morris Dailey Auditorium, according to Glen Guttormsen, SJSU director of business affairs.
Since SJSU President John Bunzel assigned priority
to updating Morris Dailey, Guttormsen has been working
with a committee studying the problems and establishing
costs.
Guttormsen said the committee has made "good
progress" and has finished the preliminary studies, ineluding deciding what kind of rigging and drapes are

Flayed ropes and worn pu eys are exemplary o
the age of the equipment in Morris Dailey.

Entries still being accepted
for Phelan Literary Awards
The English Department is still accepting contributions for consideration in its 1977-78 Phelan I,iterary
Awards contest.
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. tomorrow.
The creative writing contest, which awards prizes
from $15 to $100, accepts contnbutions in the following
divisions: patterned verse; sonnet; free verse; satire;
short story ( over 2,000 words); short short story ( up to
2,000 words); formal essay ( expository or argumen-

The most outstanding
SJSU associate or assistant
professor will be named at
the end of this semester by
the Association of
California State University
Professors, according to
William McBain, SJSU
psychology professor and
society president.
The winner of the
"’Outstanding Teaching
Award" will receive a cash
award of $250, McBain
said.
Winner will be decided
by a special committee
formed by ACSUP and
professors who have not
nominated teachers from
their departments.
Nominees were chosen
in early February by
professors in each
department. Part-time
teachers were not eligible.
McBain said the
decision will be based m
teaching quality "because
teaching on every level is

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES
Consultation S20/hr.
Typing S5 page
Call
For Appointment

Resume
Specialists
100 N. Winchester

246-7200

The committee considered the condition of Morris
Dailey from the standpoint of safety - "what is minimum,
what is desirable and what is best for getting it into the
condition it should be" - according to Guttormsen.
The recommendations of the committee will be
passed on to Bunzel for determination of possible sources
of funding, Guttormsen said.

RING WEEK

WIN

WIN

WIN

ThE DnAwiNci
ThE RING DISPLAY

ENTER
AT

To WiN:

Josten’s A rgentus
A New Dawn in White Precious Metals
for your College Ring. .4 unique blend of
silver itailludient (Not stainless smell

ENGINEERS

important and should be
recognized as such, and
because there has not been
enough emphasis placed on
junior teaching quality in
the faculty."
Student ratings and
any material relevant to
teachers’ performance will
be considered, according to
McBain.
"Spontaneous letters
from students saying, ’hey,
I’ve got a good teacher...’
really count a lot," he said.
McBain said although
not all departments have
associate or assistant
professors, full professors
from these departments
will be part of the final
judging committee.
"No one professor
selected a candidate for the
award," McBain said.
"Each department as a
whole sponsored each
nominee."
the
of
Members
judging committee are now
being chosen by the ACSUP, McBain said.
Winner of the award
will be announced in May.

Final figures on the complete cost of improving the
auditorium will not be available until an engineer’s report
is received on the solution to certain problems, Guttormsen said.
He did not elaborate on what these problems were.

"It is fortunate that some things can be done ahead of
others," Guttormsen said.
This way, the project can be done piecemeal rather
than all at once, he said.

RING WEEK RING WE EK

tative ); familiar essay or reminiscence; critical essay;
and play.
Applicants must be registered as regular students graduate or undergraduate - with six or more units
during the spring semester.
No contestant may submit more than two
manuscripts in each of the ten categories.
All contributions must be original or published within
the last academic year and submitted to the English
department office, Faculty Office Building, room 102.
Winners will be announced at an awards banquet
April 28. Judging will be done by the faculty.
For more information contact the English Department office, 277-2817, or Shelby Steele, 277-2856.

Outstanding prof
will be chosen

needed and what will be needed to refinish the floor.
Members of the committee are Robert Bosanko, chief
of plant operations; Walt Fox, coordinator of audio-visual
technical services; James "Randy" Earle, associate
professor of theater arts; Ron Barrett, S.U. director; and
Ted Gehrke, S.U. program adviser.
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1978 "HoNdA Expniss"
(the super economical "motorbike" from Honda)

Career keeping pace?
Would you consider a
employment opportunity
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if of-
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professional
search
and
placement firm, can give you the
professional action to market your
talents on a completely confidential basis. We have serviced
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nine years, and client companies
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Contact us just 2 or 3 months
prior to scheduled receipt of
your MS degree. Call (408)
255-0434.
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Clean-up plan
for community
is underway
.

ID Eb

Campus
Community
Improvement Days, an attempt to get
university and community members
working together to clean up the
area surrounding SJSU, will be held
Friday and Saturday.
Cleanup coordinator Jeff
Norment said approximately 500
have agreed to help, but more could
be used.
The San Jose City Council has
allocated $1,372 worth of supply and
labor for the project.
Luis Juarez of the city’s
Property and Codes Department
said San Jose has "traditionally
assisted any groups interested in
cleaning their areas and has always
provided assistance."
"The city administration and
council are particularly interested
and willing to help out in projects
like this in this area," he said.
Bill Wilson of the Public Works
Department said "our function is
basically one of cooperation," and

00000 Oil 411 WI 90 WO

Oil

that _the city has donated plastic
trash bags and the use of equipment,
including trucks to pick up the trash.
Norment said he has also
received the support of the Campus
Community Association, State Sen.
Jerry Smith, 1)-Saratoga, Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, 1)-San Jose,
the San Jose Chamber of Commerce, the San Jose Kiwanis Club,
the San Jose. Mercury News, the
Central Business District a group of
downtown businessmen), various
campus and faculty organizations
and SJSU President John Bunzel.
In a letter of support, Bunzel
encourages the "faculty, students
and staff to participate in this
worthwhile endeavor."
The area designated for work is
bounded by Guadalupe and Coyote
creeks, St. James Street and Story
Road.
Clean-up teams will remove
trash from lots, yards and streets
and pull ref use from creeks.

School has
golden fete

Norment said there are 21
designoted clean-up areas and four
areas scheduled to receive improvements, such as the reseeding
of planters on Ninth Street between
the Student Union and the Business
Tower.
The project will begin Friday
morning at 8:30 in the S.U. Amphitheater. San Jose Mayor Janet
Gray Hayes, SJSU Executive Vice
President Gail Fullerton, Smith and
Vasconcellos will speak briefly at
that time.
Work will then begin and continue until 3 p.m., when a barbecue
for those participating in the
cleanup will be held at the Seventh
Street picnic area.

The SJSU School of Business
planning to celebrate its 50th anniversar
next semester.
A planning committee has been
established to make preparations for the
event.
The committee will be composed of
faculty, students, alumni, former Dean
Milbert Wright and business executives in
the community.

Normant said anyone interested
in helping can go to a designated
table in front of the Student Union all
day Friday and Saturday to be
assigned a clean-up site, or call him
at 277-3201.

EDO 00 IPS IP Oil 411 IMO 00 Oil 111

IMO

G.C. Halverson dean of business, said
the business department at SJSU has
grown from a "single little department" in
1928 to a "larger, more diversified
department, covering all areas of
business."
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Mini-grants for alternative teaching proposals
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By Scott Knies
Tired of the same old classes
and teaching techniques? The opportunity for change is within reach.
Money is available in the form of
mini -grants to students and faculty
who seek the improvement of instructional courses taught on
campus.
SJSU will receive $15,000.
The
mini -grant
program
stresses departure from traditional
methods of instruction. Its goal is to

improve the educational process by
implementing alternative approaches to regular institutional
courses.
The emphasis is on the
creativity of the alternatives as
much as their practicality.
SJSU has been allocated the
money from the California State
University and College’s Innovative
Fund for use in the mini -grant
program.
Students and faculty members

Student activist
forms A.S. slate
for ’Other 90%’
(Continued from Page I)
Boneberg doesn’t fear direct opposition to the human
rights platform of the new party but rather the power of
the silent majority.
"Our only opposition is going to be apathy and
ignorance - the two go hand in hand. That’s the same
opposition all candidates will have."
Boneberg said The Other 90 Percent is distinguished
from other parties because of its undivided concern for
the interests of down-trodden groups.
"Helping oppressed groups is important to them
(other parties ) but it’s not primary - to me it’s primary."
He said he is confident special interest groups will
identify with the party slate and vote.
"Whether we win or lose, this campus will be more
sensitive because we tried," he said. "Sensitivity is a very
positive thing because it leads to anticipation of problems
before they arise."
Boneberg cited the lack of ramps for the handicapped
in the Student Union, the recent rape crisis as examples of
insensitivity to the needs of certain groups.
-The rape problem could have been anticipated," he
said.
"The lighting on and around campus was insufficient
and self-defense for women was not properly stressed."
Boneberg also criticized "left-over education for
senior citizens" because students over 60 are given
classes free of tuition and fees only on a space-available
basis.
Boneberg said The Other 90 Percent is a "working
name" for the party and is not yet final.
"Initials get boring and I think our suggested title has
appeal," he said.
He added that a definite decision will be made
Monday at a party caucus in the Women’s Center, 177 S.
10th St. Boneberg said prospective candidates and interested students are welcome to attend.

Museum to host
mobiles display
From small beginnings in an old, outdated city library
building, the San Jose Museum of Art, 110 S. Market
Street, has hit the big time.
For seven weeks, beginning Sunday, the museum will
host the exhibit "Calder’s Universe," a display of the
mobiles, sculptures and paintings of Alexander Calder.
"Almost everyone has seen a Calder work or an
tiitation of one, even though they were not aware of who
he artist is," said Elizabeth Gaidos, curator of the San
Jose museum.
Calder, who died in 1975 at age 78, is best known for
his mobiles, an art form he pioneered in 1932, and for his
large outdoor sculptures, which are on display all over the
world.
It will be the only California appearance of this
traveling exhibit, and San Jose is one of seven stops the
show will make before returning to the Whitney Museum
in New York City, the exhibit’s permanent home.
One of Calder’s best known works is the "Flying
Colors", the Branff International Airline’s DC-8 jet, which
Calder had painted with his characteristic primary colors
and bold designs.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE
TO BEGIN?
Maybe you should look into Peace Corp and
VISTA. Peace Corp and VISTA volunteers are
people pretty much like you. People with commitment and skills who have assessed their lives
and decided there must be more to life than just
holding down a job.
The problems our volunteers deal with both
overseas and here at home aren’t new. Such as the
cycle of poverty that traps one generation after
another because they’re too busy just holding on to
get ahead. The debilitating effects of malnutrition
and disease. Education that’s either too little or
none. Skills that are lacking and the means to get
them, too.
Your college training qualifies you to handle
more of these problems than you might think. Such
as teaching nutrition and health practices.
Organizing communities to work in problems
ranging from neighborhood stop signs to utility
rates and tax reforms. Advising small business.
Introducing better agricultural techniques.
Building classrooms and roads or working on
reforestation programs. The number of jobs to do is
nearly as great as the number of volunteers who
have served since 1961; over 150,000.
The pay is nothing to write home about but
there’s one thing we can promise you. There will be
plenty to write home about.
Look into Peace Corp and VISTA.
There’s no better place to begin.

compete for the grant money within
their academic schools as they
submit project proposals to their
school deans.
If the proposals are approved,
they are sent on to a university
committee composed of deans, the
chairperson of the Improvement of
Instruction Committee and the
academic’ vice president for final
evaluation.
Past mini -grants have been
awarded for audio-tape machines

"From my experience with
previous student proposal writers,"
McBeath said, "their difficulty is
being able to focus on some project
of a reasonable size to be accomplished with the funds and time
available."

Each mini -grant is limited to a
maximum of 85,000.

McBeath described writing a
proposal for imaginative change in
campus courses as "quite rigorous

Program coordinator Ron
McBeath said no student has yet
received a mini -grant.

and complex," but he did not want to
discourage student input.

"Students can bring fresh insights into courses," McBeath said
"A student with a new perspective
may be able to suggest new approaches."
The deadline for submitting
proposals to school deans is Friday.
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns announces the awarded mini grants May 1.

classifieds
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antvauneementS

’67 FORD Mustang 1970 302 engine
S900. offer 279 1633 eves

LEARN TURKISH FOLK DANCE.
Everyone welcome, regardless
of dance experience Come to
the first meeting where we will
also show a film of Turkish folk
dances April 2nd at 2pm in
Jonah’s Whale, 10th and San
Carlos.

for sate

The SJSU Gay Student Union is an
alternative social group open to
all gay men and women. GSU
provides a place to come out to a
supportive atmosphere, and
friendly
people
Liberate
yourself be all you can be
come to SGSU. each Thursday
at 80m in the Almaden Room of
the Student Union. Upcoming
events include: 3/30 -Speaker
meeting: 4/6 Disco dance; 4/13
Singe -long; 4/20 Off campus pot
luck dinner; 4/27 ,Creativity
night lie Guadalupe Room),
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN. Enroll
now! Information available at
itMA.S. OH Ice, pflOne 371.6811.
PSI, Graduate School of
Professional Psychology. Applications are currently being
accepted for our PhD program
in
Clinical Counseling
Psychology. Existential huma
nistic emphasis. State approved
for professional license. Write
for free brochure: current
catalogue SI.00. Dr. George
Muench, director. Dr. Peter
Koestenbaum, dean. PSI, 580
College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA
94306.
PAST LIFE REGRESSIONS
A guide mediatative process
which allows you to experience
your own past lives. You become
aware of the patterns that
govern your current life ex
pression, and you obtain a
clearer understanding of the
continuity of flee and’ the 191
dividual soul purpose
This
experience allows you to open a
better channel between the
subcOnSciOus and conscious
levels of the personality.
Sessions are conducted by
Milton Waldman and Deanna
Magnusson at the Family of
Man Center in San Jose. Cost is
$30 or by donation. Call 293 OM
or 358 3312 for appointment.
PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS
for Men and women. Wear
colors Mat enhance your colors
I give you a palette of about 70
colors out of a set of SOO possible
Fabric, makeup, metal, and
Style counseling included. S35
complete. By appointment.
Inquire 247,7504 wknds and $7
eve,. You’ll never have to make
Clothes mistake again.
OFFICES. Confer. rm. rtr. S.J. State
U., A/C and Uhf. Incl. 165 and
up, consid. your needs 293
3131/378-4210
Come Out and Make your Scrap
sculpture! Materials are free.
April 3,11 a.m.-3 p.m. at the Art
Quad In from of SJSU S.U. In
case of rain, Almaden Room in
S.U. Free refreshments and
prizes1 Given by Rec. 97 corn
mitre, two.
YEE HAH. Swing your partner doe
Si doe! The SKI Club is having
its Spring BARN DANCE, Sun
April 2nd, 4:00pm Ill midnite.
Enjoy Volleyball, Frisbee and
Beer, and lots of Barnyard
games. B -B -0 all you can eat
and More beer. Then its Square
Dancing, Hayrides and camp
fires ta midnight. Members Si.
non mernbeers 15. All this fun at
Coyote Ranch. Take 101 South
toward Morgan Hill, go past the
truck scales, make a Uturn at
Bailey. Turn right at the gas
station and follow to Coyote
Ranch. YEE HAM! GO FOR IT!
The SJSU Gay Student Union is an
alternative social group open to
alt gay men and women. 654.1
provides a place to come out to a
supportive atmosphere, and
friendly
Liberate
people.
yourself -be all you can be
come to GSU, each Thursday at
Opm In the Almaden Room of the
Upcoming
Student Union.
events include. 2/16 rap VOW,
2/23 -creativity night: 3/2
Weaker meeting; 3/9potluck.
RAINBOW LADY RESTAURANT,
9th and William sts Natural
Foods. Lunches, 9:30 3. Dinners,
59.30

automotive
’M GALAX IE 500, WM. Call 7365932
Or 371-2946.
Peace (’orp/VLSTA Reeruiters at !OM
Tues. Through Thurs., Mar ?WM,
10.30 AM 4.00 PM
Outside Spartan Bookstore, Student I ;Mon

and filmstrips to assist in lecturing,
creation of consulting manuals,
workbooks and other instructional
materials, the payment of tutors and
the testing of new classroom approaches.

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance man on
the campus can take care of all
our insurance needs: AUTO,
HOME, FIRE, HEALTH. If you
are not already with State
Farm, call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenent for you
on campus, your home or my
office. Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL, AWRY STAR,
253,3277 or 446-3649.
KODAK FILM, PAPER. Chemicals,
Projectors and Equipment. All
COST plus 10 percent!!! Sample
Prices:
Processing -Koclachr
ome and Ectachrome 13636
3.40, 13520, 2.08; VPS. K11/I00
vs/slides and replacement roll
7.00. K25 and 64 13436 film 2.96,
VPS 135-36 1.53. 135-20 lo.,00 ft
9.57. PAPER, Polycontrast SW
1008010’s, 14.95, RC 100-8010.
19.20. Ektacolor 74 RC 1008010,
26.96. These are but a few of the
many items we carry. Call us at
249-2456. Creative Photography,
1900 Lafayette, Santa Clara.CA
95050. We also do weddings and
portraits at reasonable rates
Call NOW!
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN own!
Plush 1 bd. 1 bath condo located
only 15 min from school in
Blossom Valley. $30,990, 227
9492.
’76 KAWASAKI K2 750. Excc. cond.,
76 miles. Great for commuting
or touring. Extras. $1,075. 733
1284.
Garelli Moped. 50 cc., 1200 ml, just
tuned. S440/offer or take over
pnWsi 0020/00.2,2-11946
CHEV 4WD Step PS PB AT Chey
Mud and Snows $6600 Call $6400
Call 279 8400 9 5 pm
Garelli Moped. SOcc.. 1500 mi. runs
fine 1400.011er or can arrange
Payments Danny 291 9946, eves

help wanted
WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English conversation at
California Language Institute in
Japan, send resume and photo
The
requirements
are American college graduate with
good personality and can stay a
minimum of 2 years. About 25
Sri. per week/SI,000 per month
minimum. California Language
Institute. contact Mr. !chins
Nohara/Yamaha Bldg. IF, 1-1
Uomachi, Kokurakite-Ku/K it
akyuShu. Fukuoka, JAPAN 802.

vaulting, swimming(ARC WSI
CPR Senior Life), water skiing
news, kitchen, and housework,
chapel, second class or, license,
Crafts. lapidary, oraganic
gardens
SALES OPPORTUNITY
Couple
wanted for weekend, retail
sales. Must work well with
People. Salary and Bonus. 289
8451.
8100
WEEKLY
MAILING
Circulars!! Materials Supplied.
Immediate Income Guaran
teed! Rush Stamped Addressed
Envelope: Homeworker 29099
NO Pinetree, Hernando MS
38632
Nurses Aides, part-tIme, full-time
M.R. children. Call 2520024
VOLUNTEERS, over 21 years old,
needed for the Suicide and Crisis
Service, a 24.hr telephone
hotline. Training provided. All
majors. One year commitment
at 4 hours a week. Business
number 279 6250.
S5.00 an hour to start! Phone
solicitor. evenings, from 6:39
9,30. Location, Sunnyvale, Call
245 4920. or 732 4443.
GRAVEYARD position open. Full
or part time avail. Apply at 711
Store, $152 Monterey Rd
JOB OPENINGS ON CAMPUS for
next school year with SCALE, a
student volunteer program
Coordinators are needed who
like to WOfk with a wide variety
of people and have good
organizational skills. Positions
are open 11520 hriawk) in these
lields Health. Publicity, Legal
Recreation,
Services.
Multi Cultural
Recycling,
Pride.
Experience, Black
Ainerasian Pride. Woman’s
Pride, Chicano Pride, and
Assistant Director for the entire
SCALE Program. Coordinators
place, supervise and evaluate
students as working volunteer
interns with various agencies in
the San JOSe area COME BY
THE SCALE OFF ICE in the Stu
dent Programs and Services Of
lice (behind the Spartan Pub) or
call 277 2189
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English
conversation No experience,
degree or Japanese required.
Send long, stamped, self
addressed envelope for details
Japan 180,
411 W.Center,
Centralia, WA, 98531
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
Ride Operators, Food Service,
Sales, Weekends, Easter Week,
Full time summer starting May
27th. Apply in Person. FRON
TIER VILLAGE AMUSEMENT
PARK. (E.O.E.)
Babysitter, mature resp. own car.
Ref. 23 nites a wk Thurs. -Sat.
S1.50/hr. 2 kids. 996 8692 after 10
am. Westgate area.

College students needing over 0100
per week for part time week
Flexible hours, most be neat,
have car and phone. Call Fuller
Brush Co. 243-1171 for interview
appointment.
FLEXIBLE HOURS, GOOD PAY
Need nurses’ aides/ord. 54.50
(hr. LVN’S S5.62/hr, and RN’s.
S7/hr.
Some experience
required. Call for appt. New
Horizons Nurses Registry, 2775
Park Ave. S.C. 287-1749,
ATTN: 0.1., Psych., Rec. Therapy.
Social Welfare and Counseling
majors. Friends and Neighbors
Is part of S.C.A L.E., a student
volun Beer program on campus.
Participating in the Friends and
Neighbors progm involves
working with residents of the
board and care homes located
near the SJSU campus. This is a
great opportunity
for a
rewarding work experience.
Three units Of credit are
available. Call Julie. 177 2187.

housing

SJSU 1 bdrm 11/7 bath apt. Nice. No
Pets. 0190 mo. and 0150 deposit.
439 So. 4th St. Call 293-5070
Nice 2 bedroom apt to share with
female. Pool,. Saratoga and 280.
0123. Serious student only. Call
Sofia evenings and wknds. 241,
7379
FULL SECURITY BUILDING
Extremely large two bedroom
and two bath; w/vz carpeting,
AEK.
BBC2,
courtyard,
recroom, pool table, parking.
two blocks from campus $275
Utilities paid. Chuck 9986149
leave message.NOw and sum
mer.

OVERLOOKING POOL. Lg unturn.
1 DOM., freshly painted $70
move in now. Avail. 1st Furn.
studio. 0210. Must be employed.
Adults, no pets. 1277 Leigh Ave
295 2269.
TWO ROOMMATES needed to share
4 bdrm house Female pref
Non smoker
0115 plus Oil
Phone Ted, 288 3371
FOR RENT House to share Furn
unfurn
rooms
S100 S125. 2
floors Quiet street Resp in
dividuals only 224 1478 or 377
3200 eves,wknds
LARGE 1 bdrrn. unfurn. 2 blocks to
SJSU. 147 N. 6th. S175, 225 9367

Mayday- Please call Mark
Connolly, it’s important. 3797745.

HAIR
removed
UNWANTED
forever. 335 S Baywood Ave
247 7486

PISTOL: Why run a column when
you have nothing to say? Why
not? Bat Girl and Wonder
Womman

LOOKING for a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? Images by
John are expressions of love.
soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone. For the finest wed
ding photography, call John
Paulson at 269 7937,

D.

PISTOL: On the other hand, who
cares? Crusaders for coin
potent journalism...
KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity is
holding an open party from 9pm
lam Thurs. 3/30 at 148S. 11th St.
Music by Glad.
PISTOL, What journalism institute
did you 00 10? Arizona.

services

SAN Jose-liesidence Club--C-oEd for
serious students. Linen and
Maid service. kitchen facilities.
Courtyard with waterfall, grand
piano, frplc., ping pong table,
pool table, lots of brick and
glass. Everything turn. 027/wk.
202 S. 11th St. Call office, 2799504.

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount on
dry cleaning. For all your
laundering needs: alterations,
mending, washing, ironing.
Washing/fluff dry, hung and/or
folded .30 lb. Pillows, Blankets,
Rugs. Sleeping Bags, Leathers,
Seedes, Hats. One day service.
Open 65:30 Mon Seat
ACE LAUNDRY
Mt and E. William
(next to Togo’s) 293,7228

2 BDRM, Furn. Apt, onehalf blck,
from campus. AEK, CPIS.
DRPS, 207-6519.
ROOM and BOARD available
Single room, great rnmeals.
S130/mo. OFF -street parking.
Good collegiate atmosphere.
Call 2794473 or drop by. 155 S.
llth,

TYPING Fast, accurate, and
reasonable too. Try me I’m in
West San Jose. Patty 9861642
INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing.
grammar,
form;
tapes,
resumes, gam to 9pm Margie
Reeves 9961265.

Studio apt. w/lost. Avail. April 4 for
one person. 5135 and 0100 dep.
Utilities paid Call 159 9974 tor
appointment. 601S Fifth St.

LOW RATES! Concrete finisher,
patio, drive way, sidewalk. etc
Call 2301941.

PRIVATE RM., one half block to
SJSU. near Lucky’s; bus; K. P.,
resp. male student, flarn Wm.
297-7679

CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard and soft
Wens supplies. Send for free
Contact
illustrated catalog
Lens Supplies, Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arizona 55011.

personals

UNWANTED
HAIR
removed
permanently. 235 E. Santa Clara
Street, rm. 911. 294-4499 Nan toile.

AVON Need
an
Avon
Representative? Call 2931773 to
order Campus Representative
is available by phone after 7 00
Pm

LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female, age is no problem. I
have a very minor voice defect.
If interested, call: Brian at 2982305.

FARMERS INSURANCE Group, If
you are a good student with a
good driving record. you may
qualify for a 25 percent discount
on your auto insurance. We also
have competitive rates for
homeowners, renters, and life
insurance.
Appointments at
time and place convenient to
you. Cell Bruce Lott at 241-4792

JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign. rience required. Co
cellent pay. WorklwIde travel.
Summer job or career, Send
13.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. 89, First Laurel, Port
AngelesWA 96362.

TYPING term papers 75 cents a
Page and up
Resumes
S2.50/page, IBM Correcting
Selectrics. All work gueranteed.
Please call after 4 pm. KITTY
CARTER. NORTH VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 263
4525.

Recta cabin at TAHOE. 2 bdrms. at
ft. of Heavenly, near clubs. 0150
wk, S50 wknd. 2632697.
0202 Unite w me -Batboy" and
"Robot" are after the Lone
Haranguer
Contact Oh I
Respond Formerly 58780 8869.
now Shaolin
BILL. so why outgo ’kicking around’
sometime? Let’s be buddies
OK ? Mari, 365 1162

ROOM for rent 1 blocks to SJSU
Share house with 3 other $./50
Girl’s Summer Camp Counselors:
students 5115 S 10th St 292 UM
SHADY LAWN FARM 6255
River Rd. Oakdale, Ca. 95341. Christian Men- studio apts. one-half
12091 647.1942. 11 wkS MOO plus
blk from campus. $70 util. pd.
rm./bd. All specialists 20 or, or
Quiet. Christian house. Mrs.
older Non smokers. Engl, or
Kerr 7954335
west
riding,
horseback

PERSON(5) to travel with to
Europe, June Aug Contact Jean
at 2876107
WANTED: 135mm and 270mm. Ad
lens or Speed Graphic lens
Good light meter wanted. 264
2732.
LOVE is what you need! New dating
syst. Free info. Write DAWN,
P.O. Box 6521, S.J. CA 95150
3/16 -rap group; 3/23-415c0
dance( 3/30-speaker meeting.
HAVE A question concerning Real
Estate? Want to own property,
Tired
of
Management
HASSLES? Your problems are
over if you call 287 3953. 2 bdrm
duplex for rent after March 1st
Call Pat at Homes And Things
One more thing, 1973 350 HOnda
for sale

TUTORING: Acctg.. Basic or
Fortran, Individual or group
rates. Collin, 247-2916
I

TYPE term papers, theses,
reports. manuscripts, resumes
IBM Selecctic. Jove 2600213

CAROLYN’S-TYPING SERVICE
For all your typing needs.
Student discounts 9260920

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg (4081 356
4248 137 Escobar Ave.. Los
Gatos, 95030.
TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let
me make your deadlines)
Professional typist Much ex
per lence with term papers.
Theses, resumes, etc Use the
latest
IBM
automatic
typewriters. first drafts can be
revised quickly and cheaply
Spelling the grammatical errors
corrected, if necessary Call
Heather 267 8593

stereo
. . . _
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS Ill 10
10 50 percent DISCOUNT on the
Biggest selection in the entire
Bay Area! Over 225 Top brands
of Stereo, Car Radio, TV. Audio
Components,
Professional
Sound
Equipment,
Video
recorders. games,
Tapes.
Records and Accessories
Calculators. tool Factory sealed
w/full warranty. Free Stylus
timer or rec cleaning kit with
any system) All prices quoted
are complete Before you but
anywhere else, give us a call
255 5550 M -F, 4 10. anytime
weekends. Ask for KEN The
Lowest prices on the Widest
selection of the Highest Fidelity
Now recommending the in
credible MPM
Custom
Speakers.
AUDIO
EN
TBRPOLISES HAS IT&
Craig AMFM 8 -teach receiver’ with
speakers Perfect for dorms or
apt Call for details 2770007

trawl
PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL: 52 off wild for 2
COICof or 4 B and W photos.
Reggular price 57.50
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY. 293-7000. 20
Paseo de San Antonio. SJ
(between 1st and 2nd Streets.)
TRAVEL..TRAVEL..TRAVEL. Our
services include free World
wide charter flight locating
service for Amsterdam, London,
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Paris.
Rome,
Madrid.
Shannon.
Zurich, Milan. Hong Kong.
Philippines, Hawaii and New
York. Other services. Duran,
Britrail, Car Rentals, Books and
Maps. Luggage and Travel
Packs. Student Services: Inel
student ID. cards, student
flights. Student Travel Table
located on the main floor of
Student Union. Hours 517 pm
Tues. Wed Thurs or visit our
office Trip and Travel Planning
Co. 444 E. William St. (At S. 10th
St.) San Jose, CA 95112 (4001 292
1613 Hours Mon. 95 pm: Toes
thru Fri 9-6 pm. plus Sat. 10-3
Pr"

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
REALLY WORK!
JC 208 9

561000069, You Mutt have had a
frustrating childhood. What did
they call you? 56706 for snort?
Bruce Wayne.

AM-

3 pm
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Print Your Ad Here:

RATES-One
day
$1 .50
200
250
300

(Count appro,mately 30 letters and spaces tor each lone)

Two
days
200
200
300
350

three
days
225
271
325
375

Fold
days
210
200
3112
inc

Five
days
250
3012
350
4 00

50

50

50

50

Foch adddianol lino odd

’68 GMC van. Runs great, mast
tam, paneling, extras. 20.000 ml.
on rebuilt engine Good deal for
WO. Phone Jeff,, 279 3447 Leave
Message

Phone

Address
,t

MinIrnurn Throat.. Una Day
Semester rote loll ossum )S25 00

Announcements
Automotive
For Sole

Edellwth
nonal
doe
35
35
35
as
Print name

50

Ell( losed isS

For

END CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

Check a Clasedleallon
/EGA GT 1972, Excellent Condition
New Battery and tires, clean
inside 51000 or best offer Call
271 8939

24 students to rent aM, iWii;Chinge
for right work. Call Gall 2794492
bet. II ande.

Help woofed
too and Found
Personals

,
trosm
Perish
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Personnel evaluation
questioned by Young
(Continued from Page I)
Wheeler said the evaluation team is
determined by the department and usually
consists of department staff.
He said he had not been kept informed
by the department and was not sure if his
recommended team was accepted.
The Afro-American Studies Department was too small, Wheeler said- with
only four eligible members - and too
inexperienced - with only one tenured
professor - to conduct the evaluation.
Thus, Wheeler said, some members of
the evaluating team must come from
outside the department, although he
recommended not more than two outsiders.
Wheeler said he could not have confidence in an "amateurish review."
Another alleged irregularity involves
Young’s personnel file and a meeting
between Stephen Faustina, SJSU affirmative action coordinator, and members of the black community.
Young said she did not see her
evaluation of two years ago, but understands that she was reviewed
favorably.
Burns did not concur with the
evaluation and turned her evaluation over
to F’austina, she said.
Young said Faustina called an informal meeting with some black students
and staff.
The administration was trying to show
that she did net have the support of the
black community, Young claimed.
Henry Gage, president of the San Jose
chapter of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, said he

wants to "dispel rumors" that Young
might not have the support of the black
community.
Gage said he, along with other
representatives of the black community,
plan to meet soon with Burns and Wheeler
following a meeting with the two administrators earlier this month where
Gage and the others expressed support for
Young.
Young said she was unable to find out
the purpose of the meeting or who attended.
She said her personnel file then contained negative comments by Faustina.
She termed some comments in her personnel file as "inaccurate and
defamatory."
Regarding comments in Young’s
personnel file for which he may have been
responsible, Faustina said, "Oh, shit.. .Did
she call you?"
He then expressed concern about how
such information was released.
Faustina said he has "on occasion"
consulted about the performance of a
department chairperson if it relates to
affirmative action.
He said that is not unusual.
Faustina said he was not at liberty to
comment since it was a personnel matter.
"I am the subject of discrimination
and harassment," Young said.
She also said she is considering a
lawsuit against the university.
"There are no irregularities that I
know of," Burns said, commenting on
Young’s evaluation. Beyond that, he said it
was a personnel matter and he was not
able to comment.

spartaguide
"Asian Horizons" will
present the debut performance of "Hasaki
Players" on KSJS FM 91
from 5 to 7 p.m. today.

The Gay Student Union
will present speakers from
Dignity, the organization
for Gay Catholics and their
friends at 7:30 tonight in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
For more information, call
298-GAYS.

Concerned
Black
Students will hold a
meeting at 5 p.m. today in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room,
Black Awareness Month
and A.S. Elections will be
discussed.

Pi Sigma Alpha, the
political science honor
society, will holds meeting
at 2:30 p.m. today at F.
Bandersnatch and Co., 484
E. San Carlos St. Topics to
be discussed include the
banquet,
wine -tasting,
party and debate.

Recreation 97 will
conduct a Tennis/Backpacking Clinic and Ice
Cream Eating Contest
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
today in the Art Quad.
"Almost
Anything
Goes," races and relays
sponsored by Recreation
97, will be held today and
tomorrow from 11:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. on the
Women’s Hockey Field,
Eighth and San Carlos
streets.
Akbayan Association
will meet at 1:30 p.m. today
and tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. International Week and fundraising will be discussed.
Inter-varsity Christian
Fellowship will hold a
chapter meeting at 7
tonight at the Campus
Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St.
The Society for the
Advancement
of
Management will hold a
speaker meeting at 8
tonight at the Hungry
Hunter restaurant, corner
of Moorpark and Saratoga.
Nora Lynch of Varian will(
speak following no-host
cocktails at 7 p.m.

Semana Chicane will
have a meeting at 4:30 p.m.
today in MacQuarrie Hall,
room 426.

Study skills workshops
will be held Fridays from
noon to 3 p.m. until finals in
the Education Building,
room 230. Areas such as
exam preparation, notetaking and SQ3r will be
covered in the 30 minute
sessions.

The public is welcome
to attend a meeting of the
Hunger Project and Food
Day Committee at 3:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.

SJSU students Charles
Daval, a trumpet player,
and Chris Tietze, an
organist, will perform a
recital at 8:30 tomorrow
night at St. Joseph’s
Church, Market and San
Fernando streets. The
program is a benefit of an
1886 Odell organ.
z
s
LOW COST
CHARTER FLIGHTS
FOR i97a

LONDON
from $399

COUPON.
STUDENT SPECIAL
I Week Student
Special
$35 Permanent
for $20- complete

Elb.) ReGISLebact.gz
(uilh coupon)

286-7600
965-1811

52 N. First Street
707 E. El Camino, Mt. View

leave Mon and Thum
ALSO FLIGHTS TO

Paris
Madrid
tm sie rda m
Rome
Zurich
ALSO A SX US ABOUT OUR
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Iranian Student Association protests shah
Members of the ISA portray U.S. President Jimmy Carter leading the Shah of Iran around by a rope in the
form of huge puppets. The march took place early yesterday afternoon around campus.

YOU TOO CAN
BE A DEAN OF BEER.
Or, There’s a Little Siglinda SteinfUller in All of Us.

Fellow Beer Persons,
Have you ever thought of becoming a Dean of Beer like me, Siglinda
Steinftiller? It may be easier than you think.Just answer these two easy questions:
1. Have you found that if you don’t have pizza once a week, you lose
your appreciation for Italian art?
2. If you don’t have time to party, does studying clog your brain?
If you answered "YES" to either of these questions, you have
the makings of a great Dean of Beer.
Now, to further your education, take one average beer mug
and add the great taste of Gusto. Which we Deans know
can only be found in Schlitz.
Which can only be found at the best pubs in town.
But then, where else would we Deans
hangout?

IF YOU DON’T HAVE SCHUTZ,
YOU DON’T HAVE GUSTO.

Mhon

